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6 Product
overview
C2K front view

 1 Display
  for seal number

 2 Display button

 3 Locking handle
  in open position

 4 Reinforcer plate
  with cable retention
  slider
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7Product
overview
C2K rear view

 8 Product label

 9 fixing points
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8 Preparation

C2K Hasp Fitting – 
Fixed end

One end of the wire hasp must be per-
manently fixed into the reinforcer plate 
of Unisto C2K.

Release the socket head screw in the rein-
forcement plate with the Allen key.

Remove the screw and slide over the retain-
ing cover to give space for the wire hasp.

Place one end of the wire hasp into the open 
cavity as shown above.

Pull the hasp downward.
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9Preparation

C2K Hasp Fitting – 
Fixed end (cont.)

Slide the retaining cover over the inserted 
hasp.

Secure the position of the retaining cover 
with the socket head screw.
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1) Feed the lose end of the security hasp 
through the door latch and insert into the 
open cavity of the Unisto C2K.

2) Position the Unisto C2K and make sure 
the door latch cannot be opened.

3) Mark the required position on the door.

Use rear gasket as drilling template.
Ensure the word “FRONT” faces away from 
the vehicle door. Carefully mark the two drill 
holes on top and bottom.

Use a 6 mm bit (1/4”) to drill the holes in the 
doors (or shutter).

Positioning
and fitting
instructions

Important fixing details
BEFORE drilling holes

Please make sure that the end position 
of the hasp is:

- tight enough to prevent movement  
 of the door handle whilst ensuring  
 that the movement of the handle
 and the door(s) are not impaired in
 any way.

Beware, position and fix the Unisto 
C2K vertical.
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Screw the two 6 mm stud bolts into the 
threaded holes of Unisto C2K by hand.
HAND TIGHTEN ONLY!

Slip the rubber gasket over the studs. Introduce the studs into the prepared holes. Check how much of the stud bolts are pro-
truding on the inside of the door and remove 
excess with a hacksaw. Once the excess is 
removed, it is advisable to remove any sharp 
edges with a file.

Slip the mudflap over the studs as shown 
above.

Attach the washers and nuts (from the inside 
of the doors).
DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN THE NUTS!
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12 Fitting
instructions
for various
lock types

The diagrams shown here are only in-
tended as a guide;
door/locking mechanisms vary from 
vehicle to vehicle.

Container locks

Barn door

Roller shutter

Staple door latches

Fix the Unisto C2K to the “door” placed 
to open first.



13Fitting
instructions
for various
lock types

Henderson/TODCO

Type latches



14 Fitting
instructions
for various
lock types

Whiting Type Catches

Note for Whiting type catches:
With some types of catch it is neces-
sary to mount the Unisto C2K slightly to 
the left of the handle (see diagram), to 
make sure the door cannot be opened.



15Fitting
instructions
for various
lock types

Whiting Type Catches

Note for handles (Whiting 77 Type):
The Unisto C2K must be mounted in 
a suitable position, where it does not 
hinder the travel of the handle.



16 Special
applications

Certain applications (e.g. curtain side 
trailers) may require a special length 
hasp. The hasp has to be fed through 
each buckle in the side curtain, then the 
hasp ends can be introduced into the 
cavities of the Unisto C2K as described 
before.

Alternatively, the hasp loop can be used 
in conjunction with TIR cables. The TIR 
cable terminals must first be flattened 
slightly with a hammer or pliers.
The free end of the hasp is then thread-
ed through the 7 mm openings of the 
TIR cable and then introduced into the 
cavity of the Unisto C2K as described in 
the general fitting instructions.



17Added security

Padlock (5 mm shank)

Optional for added security.



18 Usage
instructions

Before departure (1-4)

When the vehicle is loaded and the door(s) 
closed, feed the end of the wire hasp through 
the door latch...

...and insert into the open cavity of the Unisto 
C2K.

Pull down on the hasp and secure by closing 
the locking handle (see diagrams in installa-
tion instructions).

Press the DISPLAY button, a random seal 
number appears in the display for 3 seconds. 
Note the displayed (4-digit) seal number in 
the vehicle’s transport documents. 
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19Usage
instructions

On arrival (1-3)

  

  Display button

On arrival at the vehicle’s destination press 
the DISPLAY button again and compare the 
displayed seal number with the number in 
the transport documents.

Sign the documents, if:
- the two numbers match 
- the wire hasp is undamaged

Inform your supervisor, if:
- the seal number does not match the
 recorded number
- the shipping documents have been
 defaced or are illegible
- the wire hasp of the seal has been
 damaged or shows signs of having been
 tampered with
In this event sign the documents unsealed 
and carefully examine the contents of the 
vehicle.

To open turn the locking handle left or right. 
Take the end of the hasp out of the open cav-
ity by pulling it upwards and pulling the end 
out of the recess of the reinforcement plate.

Note: After arrival, when seal has been 
opened the last seal number will be visible 
when pressing the display button.
Display is alternating between “OPEN” and 
the last seal number.
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20 Device functions

Tamper evident features

The C2K seal is designed and manu-
factured with tamper evident features. 
The actuator knob has an integral, 
pre-determined break point. In normal 
use, it would never be broken. A bro-
ken actuator knob will indicate misuse 
or attempted tampering and should be 
investigated.

Maintenance

1. The Unisto C2K security seal is prac-
tically maintenance-free; it runs on 
pre-installed batteries and is sealed 
for its service life.

 As soon as the batteries run low, the 
display shows low battery, indicated 
by the flashing of 4 decimal points 
in the display. The unit should then 
be replaced within 10 weeks.

2. The stainless steel hasp can be re-
placed. It should be regularly in-
spected for sings of wear or dam-
age. Replacements can be ordered 
directly from our sales team. Please 
quote the door type and desired 
length of the wire hasp when order-
ing.
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FCC Rules

This equipment has been tested and 
found to comply with the limits for a 
class B digital device, pursuant to Part 
15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are 
designed to provide reasonable protec-
tion against harmful interference in a 
residential installation.
This equipment generates, uses and 
can radiate radio frequency energy 
and, if not installed and used in ac-
cordance with the instructions, may 
cause harmful interference to radio 
communications. However, there is no 
guarantee that the interference to ra-
dio or television reception, which can 
be determined by turning off and on, 
the user is encouraged to try to correct 
the interference by one or more of the 
following measures:
- Reorient or relocate the receiving 

antenna
- Increase the separation between 

the equipment and receiver
- Connect the equipment into an out-

let on a circuit different from that 
to which the receiver is connected

- Consult the dealer or an experi-
enced radio/TV technician for help

Warning

The unit must be mounted in accord-
ance with our instructions. Accidental 
damage or damage due to improper fit-
ting or improper operation is not cov-
ered by the warranty.

Powered with a U.L. approved lithium 
cell. Do not recharge, force open or 
dispose of in fire. The manufacturer 
reserves the right to change the speci-
fications in order to improve product 
security without prior notice.



22 Warranty

Warranty Policy for
Unisto Electronic Seals 

1. General

The warranty commences on the date of sale. 
 

For customers the warranty will expire 12 months 

from this date. 
 

This commencement date can be found on the de-

livery note received with the goods, on the sales 

invoice or alternatively by reading the produc-

tion code from the serial number on the back of 

the product i.e. H2507 would be week 25 / year 

2007.
 

It is mandatory that the serial number is still intact 

on the product when requesting a warranty re-

pair. 
 

Failure for this could result in the product being 

deemed out of warranty.
 

Products covered under the Unisto warranty may be 

repaired or replaced in the following ways:
 

a) by replacing components with either new- or 

parts that are equivalent to components, which 

have been discontinued

b) with an equivalent product which may have been 

subject to prior use

c) with a new unit

Repair procedure is according to current easy repair 

process.

All defective products must firstly be returned to the 

nearest Unisto site. 

Repairs may only be carried out at the Unisto site. 

Our aim is to repair or replace faulty units within 10 

working days upon receipt of the units in UCH. 

Carriage will be paid for warranty repairs despatched, 

not collected, only.

During the warranty period Unisto will replace or 

repair products at its own discretion. 

2. Unisto Extended Warranty

Warranty extension of another 12 months can be 

purchased on the date of purchase only. 

That will lead into a maximum warranty period of 24 

month starting from date of sale.

Unless any other exclusions or requirements have been 

specified, the standard warranty policy will  apply.

3. Exclusions

The warranty does not apply to products where:

a) the serial number is removed or tampered with.

b) the product is damaged or rendered defective as 

a result of accident, misuse, abuse, contamina-

tion, and improper or inadequate maintenance.

c) the product has been modified or serviced by 

anyone other than Unisto.

d) the product has not been fitted/used in accord-

ance with the fitting instructions

e) the unit is outside the warranty time period de-

tailed above.

4. Outside Warranty

Units that fall outside the warranty period may be 

repaired by Unisto at the customers’ discretion. 

Repair procedure is according to current easy repair 

process.

No carriage is included.

An easy repair charge is applied for this service:

Charges apply according latest repair order Form. 96

Please note: Charges do apply regardless of the fault. 

Should any of the exclusions listed above under para-

graph 3 apply, then an additional charge may be 

made on top of the easy repair charge. This will be 

quoted separately, and will be dependent on the 

type of fault discovered.

In addition Unisto will not normally repair a standard 

unit, which is deemed uneconomical to repair.  

Repairs or replacement parts are warranted to be 

free of defect in materials or workmanship for 

3 months.

Our aim is to repair or replace faulty units within 10 

working days after customer clearance.

5. Annex
 These terms and conditions supersede any prior 

agreements. No change to the conditions of this 

Limited Warranty is valid unless it is made in 

writing and signed by responsible product man-

ager of Unisto Switzerland.

Unisto reserve the right to amend this document at 

any time.

Horn (Switzerland), 07th January 2009



23Recommended
assembly/
Recommended 
cleaning

The unit is rated IP 67

Clean only by hand

Do not pressure wash

Position and fix vertical
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